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When 90 year old Don Marciano Llanos was told that he looked handsome
and that he has a nice new hat, he responded to our sanitation promoter
Fabi, "Well now that I have water in my house I am always good looking
because I can take a shower very day, and this hat is not new what
happened is that now I can wash it easily." All this thanks to the new water
system in El Abra.
- Facebook post from June

Introduction:
I have now been in Bolivia for three months, and working in the
city of Montero for two months. I first stayed in the city of
Cochabamba, a beautiful city crowned in mountains and guarded
by the largest Christ statue in South America. Here I stayed with a
homestay family where I took Spanish classes every morning for
one month. This was personally funded. I was able to hike, climb,
and enjoy the natural spaces surrounding the city.
After this first month, I arrived in Montero. Though it is a city of
130,000 people, it has grown rapidly in the past few years and has
no urban planning. There is a central plaza, but not a large sense
of a downtown. It is an agricultural city surrounding by the cash
crops of sugar, rice, and soybeans. The largest city in Bolivia,
Santa Cruz, lies an hour to the south and provides all of the
metropolitan needs for the citizens of Montero and even has an
Figure 1 Cochabamba
international airport. Surrounding Montero there are various
rural communities. Some of them are sponsored by and cared for
by sugar cane corporations, while others simply work in the sugar cane fields or cultivate
their own sugar cane (a small portion). When I arrived in Montero I has a lot of trouble
understanding the accent and getting used to the culture. To get to know the projects and
staff more I therefore went out to visit communities and tag along with projects, help with
workshops, monitor old projects, and help translate reports and other documents to better
acquaintance myself with the work Etta Projects does. My main tasks over these two
months have been creating a SharePoint site to store and share central documents, contacts
and photos, translating reports and other documents, and creating a volunteer manual and
a latrine construction manual.
Work Plan Changes:
I first changed my planned work
schedule by removing the task of
working on Peer Water Exchange’s
(PWX) application to monitor and
evaluate projects. Despite the best
efforts of staff and PWX, various
technical and technological issues
prevented the tablet and the
application from working. This
was the responsibility of PWX, so
only if they improve the
performance of their application
will I be able to commence this
work.
Figure 2 Poor Road Conditions

Though the rainy season usually ends mid‐
march, this year it has continued until today. It
has prevented staff from getting to almost all of
the communities, and has greatly inhibited the
amount of work that we are able to do.
Personally I have been stuck in the truck that
we use twice, and we have had to call tractors
to come pull us out. Various other times we
came pretty close to getting stuck. Because of
this we have been looking for other ways to
prepare materials and workshops for when the
roads dry out.
Translations:

Figure 3 Saved by a Tractor

One of the most helpful aspects to get to know the organization has been doing
translations. I translate monthly reports from each project and staff member to give to
staff members in the U.S. to use for reports to foundations, the U.S. board, and so that
everyone knows how the projects are progressing.
Additionally I have been translating other important documents that help me get to know
the projects and staff. I conducted and hour long interview with each staff about their life,
professional histories, and views on Etta Projects along with their photo to update the Etta
Projects website’s staff page. I translated the questions and responses for 8 strategic
planning questions that each staff member answered about how Etta Projects is
functioning and what we can do to improve the
projects. This was an initial survey for the
strategic planning process in Bolivia. Finally, I
have been translating any other document needed.
Monitoring/ Needs Assessments:
Monitoring projects helps the organization
evaluate the work we have done in the past to
improve our future projects and also revisit our
past projects to check in with the beneficiaries. I
monitored 3 communities in Montero where we
built the first bathrooms, and two communities in
a rural area called La Banda. About a quarter of
the latrines in Montero lacked dry material to put
into the chambers to dry out and compost the fecal
matter, the families had a lot of trash in their
yards, and some of the chamber doors (that are
supposed to be sealed to keep water out) were
open, leaking, or chipped. Though it disheartened

Figure 4 Poor Latrine Upkeep Montero

me to see the latrines in this state, we learned a few key lessons that will help improve the
process in the future. We are going to mandate that families have their bathrooms 5 steps
from their water faucets so that they will be more likely to wash their hands, we will
include all family members (including children) in the workshops so that all of the family
members know how to work and maintain the bathrooms, and we will try to create a long‐
term structure for meetings and encounters so that there is more a sense of community
between the families so that they will self‐police their bathrooms better.

Figure 5 Well Maintained Latrine

of the city of Montero next year.

On the other hand when we went to La
Banda almost 100% of the bathrooms
were well maintained, clean, had dry
material to throw in the chambers,
and had hand‐washing stations
outside of the bathrooms. Through
the adornments of the bathrooms and
the smiles of the beneficiaries it was
obvious that the bathrooms were
something that each family was proud
of and wanted to up‐keep for the
future. This was inspiring and was a
interesting case study compared to the
latrines in the city and helped us think
about ways to improve the program
when we construct in another sector

Along with monitoring I also conducted a needs assessment and wrote up a preliminary
report for the community of La Reforma where we will hopefully construct bathrooms next
year. This involved interviewing beneficiaries and taking pictures of the current situation
to demonstrate the true need for an environmentally friendly sewage option in the
community. Find attached this report as an example of what I have been doing.
Social Media:
Though I have been working on social media outlets, my work scope has been more limited
than initially planned. I have been helping write down quotes and testimonies along with
inspiring stories about individuals and individual families for newsletters and annual
reports. I write weekly Facebook posts from my personal experiences or from stories that I
find in the monthly reports. I bring my camera everywhere to document the projects and
look for social media photos, but because of the rains I have not been able to interact with
community members as much as I would like. Now that it is drying out here I will be taking
as many photos as possible! Please check out the Facebook page called Etta Projects.
Sharepoint:

When I was working in the U.S., we received all of the documents from Bolivia by email, and
it was hard to go back and search for those documents. This lack of organization is even
worse in Bolivia. There is no central file sharing system and everyone uses flash‐drives
(which transmit viruses between computers), or use email to share documents. Therefore,
I saw this as an immediate need and something I could create while I was honing my
Spanish skills and waiting for the rains to pass. After some research I opted for a
Sharepoint site, which comes from Microsoft’s program for nonprofits in which they
provide free programs for eligible nonprofits including Microsoft office products, outlook
email, Sharepoint, and a central calendar.
Sharepoint looks exactly like a website, but it is only accessible to defined user groups. It
can be used to make a professional website, but I am only using it to make a website
accessible to the Etta Projects staff. The opening page has a calendar that everyone can
use collaboratively to plan the upcoming weeks. It has a central documents page with
columns like year, month, project, community, etc. that make it easier to search for and
filter through documents without having to make folders. Secondly there is a central
contact page with similar filters, and a central place to put all of the project photos. I then
made a sub‐site that everyone is also able to access for transparency, but this one is in
English and intended for better communication between the Director in Bolivia, grant
writer in the U.S. and the Executive Director in Washington. I left these U.S. document
libraries open so that they can shape them how they would like them. I gave every staff
member a personal little workshop to take them through the various tricks and ways to
navigate the site. Let me know if you want me to add you as a viewer of the site so you can
check it out.
Team Dynamics:
The project director Amanda Martin only arrived in Bolivia in January, and inherited a team
filled with past feuds and issues that have been fermenting for years. Because of her firm
stance about representing Etta Projects values and living the work we are trying to provide
to our beneficiaries combined with the team’s ability to talk openly with her, many of these
issues have come to the forefront. I arrived on the front of this storm, and have been
helping to work through these issues. This includes conflict management, listening to what
staff says, filtering through the truth and false gossip, and maintaining an open mind about
how to manage the situation properly.
Recently, two of the staff members recently resigned over these issues, however it will
allow us to restructure the organization and rebuild a stronger, more effective team. I
believe it will be one of the most important aspects of this year’s strategic plan.
Manuals:
Despite all of the volunteers that have been here in the past, there were no notes about
what to do, how things work, cultural tips, etc. about Montero or Etta Projects. Therefore,
along with all the other staff member that are writing manuals, I am creating a volunteer
manual that will include pre‐departure information, what to do in Bolivia and Montero,

tasks that could be useful to do to help the organization, and other relevant information. So
far I have written up only some of the pre‐departure information and contacted all of the
past volunteers asking them to fill out a few of the strategic planning questions and
anything they want to include in the volunteer manual.
The second manual I have
been writing is a dry
ecological composting
latrine manual. This
model of bathroom has
two above ground
chambers, and is called a
dry latrine because a
specially fabricated toilet
separates the urine
(which leaves and goes
into the ground through a
filter), and the poop,
which falls into the
chamber. Every time that
families use the bathroom
they have to families have
to add dry materials like
ash or dry dirt to dry out
the fecal matter. When one chamber fills up you just lift the fiberglass toilet out of the first
chamber and put it in the second. That first chamber gets closed off with a lid, and by the
time the other one fills up the fecal matter turns into compost that is clean and able to use
in a garden!
Figure 6 Dry latrine compost ready to take out and use.

The man that was previously in charge of bathroom construction, however, did not know
how to use a computer and had his wife type up all of his reports. I therefore worked with
him to teach him excel, word, and email, and I worked with him to type up his construction
manual. This involved visiting all of the places we buy materials, annotating the costs of
each material and the quantity we use,
and writing a detailed manual about
how to step by step build a latrine with
pictures. I have written 60% of this
manual, and now that he has resigned I
will have to work with the other
construction workers to complete it.
Latrine Construction:
As said before, I have been working a lot
with the ecological composting latrine

Figure 7 Latrine Construction

program. We are now constructing a model latrine in the office patio to show to interested
beneficiaries, organizations, and Rotary Clubs and also to use ourselves so that we can
continue to improve our model from firsthand experience. Though this type of latrine
model is widely used, many aspects need to be adapted to the hot, humid climate where the
flat Amazonian plane often floods half of the year without anywhere to drain. I have been
working with construction workers and with the manual I have written to put in place the
improvements we have been thinking about making to our latrine program. This way we
will be able to see if the changes work and what else we need to do out in the field. This
bathroom is 1/3 complete, and the rains have been slowing the construction process.
Office Projects:
I have also completed various office
projects to help bring the values of
Etta Projects into the office. Our new
director really focuses on living the
lifestyle we want to promote and has
spearheaded a lot of these projects. I
bought materials and constructed two
rotating compost bins, helped put a
small model garden on the patio,
helped paint some of the office walls,
and trimmed one of the mango trees.
Looking Forward:

Figure 8 Rotating Compost Bin

For Sharepoint I need to continue to
update and improve the site, update all of the contacts in the old, worn contact list in the
office, and update all of the upcoming dates into the U.S. Sharepoint site for the directors.
For my manuals I need to work a lot more on my volunteer manual and complete my
bathroom manual with diagrams, photos, construction information, and information about
the workshops that the coordinator should give. This manual will come along slowly as I
continue to learn bit by bit the ins and outs of latrine construction.
I will be a point of contact and bathroom construction specialist working with the new
coordinator and the construction workers until we have a new facilitator and the situation
stabilizes in the office. Because of the rains this project is also two months behind, so with
the weather stabilizing we should be able to get into the communities soon and work. For
this the new coordinator will need my help to catch up on the work and make the transition
process smoother. This may include going out and staying out in the communities,
transporting materials, getting price quotes, etc.
I will also continue to translate reports and any other documents needed.

If I have more time when we restore the number of employees I will start to investigate
more communities in which we could work in the future, and more projects.
Thanks again to JJCF for making this experience possible. As you can see I have been
learning so many skills in so many different areas that will serve me in the future. I am
excited and hopeful for the next few months, and I can’t wait to see what our team will
achieve by the next report.
‐Ben Armstrong

Figure 9 Still a lot of opportunities to create change in and around Montero.

